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Learning
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Directions: For each question circle the one answer that best describes you.

1) I remember more information from
a. A podcast
b. A YouTube video
c. Reading a book
d. Doing a science experiment
2) In class I pay attention most when the teacher
a. Shows images on the whiteboard
b. Gives me a worksheet to complete
c. Teaches a rhyme to remember important information
d. Shares a song with hand or body movements
3) When the teacher is talking I mostly notice
a. That his/her outfit looks different today
b. The changes in the way his/her voice sounds
c. Each fact he/she says
d. The doodles on my notebook page
4) The easiest test questions are ones that
a. Include graphs or diagrams
b. Are read out loud to me
c. Are word problems
d. Ask me to use a tool like a ruler or calculator
5) My favorite kind of project is
a. An art project
b. A music project
c. A book report
d. A science experiment

6) The classroom job I like most is
a. Hanging new posters in the room
b. Reading the directions for a worksheet to the class
c. Taking notes for a group assignment
d. Walking around the room to hand out papers

7) As an adult the job I’d like most is
a. Cartographer - making maps
b. Voice-over actor - doing the voices for animated shows
c. Author - writing books
d. Athlete - does physical activity every day

8) I learned to ride a bike by
a. Watching a sibling or friend do it
b. Listening to my parent tell me how
c. Reading about how to ride
d. Getting on a bike and trying it

9) In group projects I am the person who
a. Draws the pictures or charts
b. Talks more than everyone else
c. Takes the notes
d. Gathers the needed supplies
10) When I study for a math test at home I
a. Review graphs and illustrations
b. Have someone ask me quiz questions
c. Take written practice tests
d. Use counters or blocks to practice skills
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Results

Directions: Count the number of times you circled each letter and write those
numbers on the corresponding lines below. Circle the letter you answered most.
If you tied on any letters, your learning style is a combination of those answers.
A = _________

B = _________

C = __________

If you answered with...

Mostly A:
You are a Visual Learner. This means you
understand and remember information better
when it is something you can see such as a
picture, graph, or chart.
Mostly B:
You are an Aural or Auditory Learner.
This means you learn best from hearing
information especially when it has a rhythm
to it.
Mostly C:
You are a Verbal Learner. This means you
understand and remember information better
when you read or write it yourself.

Mostly D:
You are a Kinesthetic or Physical Learner.
This means you learn best from hands-on
experiences or when you are moving as you
read/listen.

D = __________

